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PAKI'- A

(Maximum marks : 10)

Vlarks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries
2 marks.

1. Define maxi-cab.

2. Define vehicle utilization.

3. Define slack period in a bus operation.

4. State super elevation.

5. Explain "the job card" using in a workshop. 15x2=10)

PART .__ B

(Maximum marks : 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Sketch any six mandatory signs and name it.

2. Explain basic factors considered in crew scheduling.

3. List the responsibilities of a dealer.

4. Describe the classifications of roads.

5. Write note on MACT.

6. Describe different types of sight distance.

7. Describe Factors goveming trip generation. (5x6=30)
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PARI - C

Q{aiimum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from cach writ. Each fi.rll question carrries 15 marks.)

l-lxtr -- I

IIl (a) Write the procedure tbr obtaining driving license.

(b) Explain the procedures for registration of a vehicle.

On

(a) Illustrate the facilities required at a vehicle depot.

(b) Describe the factors to be considered for site selection of a vehicle depot.
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- 
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(a) Write the procedure to conduct steps for traffic volume study.

(b) Explain 8 operating characteristics of bus operation.

On

(a) Discuss factors influencing fuel economy and taffic interference in bus operation.

O) Explain use of computer in bus scheduling.

tiNrr - III

(a) Prepare a fare stage for l0 stages in a shaight line scale method.

(b) Explain the types of fare collection methods.

(a) Describe the fi.rnctions of marketing activities.

(b) Define the following tcrms:
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(t Duty roaster
(tii) Way biil

(ii) Trip sheet

09 Fare stage

[JNrr'- IV
D( (a) With the aid of sketch explain hill road construction.

O) Discuss 8 terms used to describe damage in inswance assessing.

Ori

(a) Describe necessity of super elevation, transition curve and widening of curve.

(b) Explain main factors affecting the assessment of road accidents.
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